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HESTIA Aims

• To identify and detail the different ways in which Herodotus 
refers to space in contrast to conventional approaches that 
seek to test the accuracy of his description alongside modern 
maps

• To locate Herodotus’ representation of space in its cultural 
context, with a particular focus on the impact of writing down 
space on its conception

• To explore whether different peoples as represented by 
Herodotus conceive of space in culturally distinct ways

• To test the thesis that the ancient Greek world centered on the 
Mediterranean and was comprised of a series of networks



HESTIA Methodology

1. Digital markup of Herodotus’ text

2. Compilation of a spatial database

3. Database fed into different maps

4. Production of network graphs

5. Qualitative network analysis



Source of digital text: Perseus



Herodotus in XML



The HESTIA Database



HESTIA in GIS: all places



GIS: all placenames (Pontus region)



GIS: all settlements in book 1 (Aegean region)



GIS: total reference count (settlements)



GIS: co-reference network density (country)



GIS: coref_count_network_physical>1



GIS: coref_count_network_settlement>1 (close-up)



GIS: coref_count_network_Phocaea (close-up)



GIS: coref_count_network_Athens (>1)



GIS: coref_count_network_Susa



• The connections

• Is Herodotus drawing a relationship between the 

two entities?

• If so, what are they?

• The English text

• Broad translation questions

• Specific problem of  proxies

• Syntactical issues

• Focalisation

• Unreal clauses (negative, hypothetical)

• Time (past/future)

Some problems with the database-generated maps



Typology for a Qualitative Analysis

• Passive, spatially static (‘positioning’)
– E.g. inclusion; proximity; comparison; origin

• Passive, spatially fluid: (‘movement’)
– E.g. movement terminating in, through, away from

• Active, spatially static (‘intervention without movement’)
– E.g. awareness, dominance, alliance, insurgency, commemoration

• Active, spatially fluid (‘intervention with movement’)
– E.g. conflict, invasion, communication



Google Earth
(http://hestia-geo.open.ac.uk:8080/geoserver/wms/kml?layers=hestia:google_earth)



Google Timeline
(http://www.nickrabinowitz.com/projects/timemap/herodotus/basic.html)



• To be continued…

• For results, as and when they occur, go to: 

http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/hestia/

E.T.E.Barker@open.ac.uk

• End of project conference: ‘Imagining space in texts: 
developing new analytical techniques for classicists and 
geographers’, 1-3 July 2010

http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/hestia/

